XRPCASHONE TOKEN

WHITEPAPER

XCE WAS BROUGHT TO MAKE YOU EARN XRP PASSIVELY IN EVERY TRANSACTION

SUPPORT@XRPCASH1.COM
OUR GOAL AND MISSION!

Xrpcashone swap launch

Staking Platform and Xrpcashone hot wallet and cold wallet

Wallet launch Crypto Wallets: xrpcash hot wallet: Our hot wallet will include a very large variation of cryptocurrencies with many special features included. Cold Wallet: Similar to the Ledger, our cold wallet will provide you a place to store your XCE and other crypto assets safely, and

www.xrpcash1.com
We will have a big burn on the 10th of August 2023, 10% of the supply will be burned. We plan to burning 50% of the tokens, we have burned just 30% for now. So far, we have locked 20% of the tokens, this will be opened in parts and burned. The burns will help XCE prices stay strong.

Why should you trust us?
• KYC and Audit
• Team tokens and donations locked for one year.
  • 50% of the supply will be burned.
• Renouncing of ownership after presale
• Holders will earn 3% of xrp on each trade

People will join with confidence
~XRP CASHONE
Investors who have hodl on each trade will earn 3% worth of XRP! The longer you hold $xrpcashone, the more XRP you will earn. The main principle of our project is to ensure that the community wins.

1% will be added to our Liquidity in each trade, thus strengthening our liquidity! Our Marketcap value will get closer to the moon every day. Anyone who sees this will safely join our community

www.xrpcash1.com
How? We, the xrpcashone holders, should quickly hear about the power of xrpcashone everywhere and share it on the social media platforms! STRENGTH IS BORN OF UNITY! xrpcashone is a community project. Everyone needs to work together, so we believe that strength will arise from unity! This power will take us to the moon.

TRUST THE TEAM!
We have to trust the team! xrpcashone is born. But in order to achieve this, we must adhere to the motto, we will achieve this with patience and perseverance.

www.xrpcash1.com
TOKENOMICS

MAX SUPPLY: 100B

1% LIQUIDITY POOL
3% REWARDS IN XRP
3% MARKETING

1% WILL BE ADDED TO OUR LIQUIDITY IN EACH TRADE, THUS STRENGTHENING OUR LIQUIDITY! OUR MARKETCAP VALUE WILL GET CLOSER TO THE MOON EVERY DAY. ANYONE WHO SEES THIS WILL SAFELY JOIN OUR COMMUNITY!
WEBSITE & SMART CONTRACT TESTING
+SOCIAL MEDIA CREATION
AUDIT & KYC
STRONG MARKETING YOUTUBE & TELEGRAM VIP CHANNELS
FAIR LAUNCH ON PINKSALE
30% HUGE BURN
LISTING ON PANCAKESWAP
RENONCING OF OWNERSHIP
DEXTOOLS UPDATE
BIG MARKETING EVERYWHERE YOUTUBE, TWITTER, TELEGRAM
Release of the XRPcashone Dapp v1

TEAM EXPANSION

REWARD TRACKER BOT (TG)

MASSIVE MARKETING

2000+ HOLDERS

TRUSTWALLET AND METAMASK PRICE UPDATES

10% HUGE BURN
PHASE 03

- 10,000+ HOLDERS
- STRONG WORLDWIDE MARKETING 10% HUGE BURN
- 10M+ MC
- DONATIONS
- UPGRADING THE WEBSITE> V2
- RELEASE OF THE XRPCASHONE DAPP V2
- LISTED ON CEX
- MEXC AND GATE.IO
- XRPCASHONE SWAP LAUNCH
- BILLBOARD ADS
PHASE 04

- Tier 2 CEX Listing
- 50M+MC
- Sponsorship Agreements
- Staking Platform
- 50,000+ Holders
- XRPCashOne Hot Wallet and Cold Wallet Launch
- Continue to Market Worldwide
- Big Exchanges Exploration (Binance OKX)
- 5 Updates Roadmap
XRPCASHONE
TOKEN

THANK YOU FOR BEING PART OF OUR COMMUNITY

Www.xrpcash1.com
support@xrpcash1.com
xrpcashone@gmail.com